
 

Otterburn Primary School – How do we teach Reading? 

  
Intent 

The teaching of reading forms part of our English Curriculum. We aim to promote 
high standards of reading through clear progressive planning and effective teaching 
ensuring curriculum expectations and the progression of skills are met. Our 
curriculum has a strong focus on reading access, practice and enhancing reading 
ability. Teachers will model and scaffold children’s reading so that children become 
strategic and knowledgeable readers. We are aware that reading gaps can open 
quickly and that daily acts of reading really matter. 
  
Research shows that developing the skills to be a confident reader determines 
success not only in the classroom, but in life. At Otterburn Primary School, we want 
to foster a lifelong love of reading by exposing our children to a range of literature 
across all areas of the curriculum. We believe reading opens up a new world for 
children and gives them the opportunity to explore new ideas, visit new places, meet 
new characters and develop a better understanding of other cultures and times. By 
using a variety of texts and teaching strategies, children’s spiritual, moral, social and 
cultural understanding will develop to help them have a better understanding of how 
to be successful citizens and value others. 
  
Children must acquire good reading skills in order to access the information that will 
support their development in all curriculum areas and beyond. We aim to teach 
children ‘how to read’ as well as how to ‘read to learn’. Reading is a key life skill. Our 
children’s success will be defined by their ability to read fluently and skilfully. 
Through building up the children’s vocabulary it gives them the word power they 
need to become successful speakers and writers as well as confident readers. It is 
our intention for children to be read to every day. By teachers reading aloud, 
modelling appropriate use of story language and reading with expression to children 
helps to improve their understanding of different story structures, to enthuse them 
with a love of books, inspire them as writers but most importantly, make reading fun. 
  
We understand the importance of parents and carers in supporting their children to 
develop both word reading and comprehension skills, and so we want to encourage 
a home-school partnership which enables parents and carers to understand how to 
support their child’s reading at home. 
  
Implementation 
 
Our school uses Read Write Inc. (R.W.I), an inclusive phonics programme for all 
children in Reception, Year 1 and into Year 2 who are mastering learning to read. 
Children learn the 44 common sounds in the English language and how to blend 
them to read and spell. R.W.I. is the primary tool for teaching phonics to ensure a 
comprehensive and systematic approach. 
  
Reading is the key that unlocks the whole curriculum so the ability to efficiently 
decode is essential. R.W.I sessions occur every day (30-minute phonics lesson) as 
the continuity and pace of the programme is critical to accelerating the progress of 



children’s reading development. They follow the ‘hear it, say it, read it, write it’ model 
and follow the process of revisit, teach, practice, and apply. In addition to this 30 
minute session, children have a further morning phonic “warm up” session. 
 
Teachers and Support Staff are responsible for planning for and leading their own 
phonic group. Phonics should be embedded in all classroom lessons and across the 
curriculum to ensure that pupils are secure in their use of the appropriate phonemes 
and graphemes.  
  
All children in Reception and Key Stage 1 have a baseline assessment in phonics 
and are then grouped accordingly. Children in Key Stage 2 are also assessed so that 
their reading teaching can be planned. Children are assessed every half term to 
ensure progress is monitored and that our children are making rapid and sustained 
progress.  
  
The teaching of reading begins with phonics and decodable phonic books, making 
sure the reading books connect closely to the children’s phonic knowledge when 
they are learning to read. Books match the sounds they can sound blend and re-
reading is encouraged to build up fluency. In addition, Reception and Key Stage 1 
children have the opportunity to read 1:1 with an adult at least twice a week. Children 
also take home a colour-banded book - linked to phonic phases and National 
Curriculum expectations - to share with parents to develop word reading and 
comprehension skills. 
  
When children become a fluent word reader and they have learned all the letter and 
sound combinations, they will be able to try and read any unfamiliar words. At this 
point (usually by the end of Y2) children move on to our school based reading 
scheme where texts are book banded according to reading age. 
  
Throughout the school year PIRA tests and reading assessments are completed to 
assess children’s reading levels to ensure they are making good progress and to 
identify those children in need of catch up support. 
 
Once children move onto the higher levels on our school reading system, they can 
read independently and have more responsibility for selecting books to read in 
school and at home.  
 
A daily reading time of 20 - 30 minutes is timetabled in KS2 to promote reading. 
  
Whole Class Reading is used to teach the reading skills from the National 
Curriculum, word-reading and comprehension are taught using a variety of texts as 
well as developing a love of reading. Over the year children will get to encounter a 
wide range of genres – fiction, non-fiction and poetry. 
  
Our key principles for Whole Class Reading are: 
 

 Enjoy reading challenging texts with children 
 Let the text lead 
 Have rich conversations about texts 
 Pitch high & scaffold for all 



 Build talk around personal response 
 Keep it varied 
 Integrate the teaching of reading, writing & grammar 

  
  
Reading for pleasure is promoted and encouraged throughout our school. From 
EYFS to Year 6, texts are shared and chosen carefully to inspire and motivate 
children to want to read. We recognise the value of teachers reading aloud, 
modelling appropriate use of story language and reading with expression to children, 
in order to improve their understanding of different story structures, to enthuse them 
with a love of books, inspire them as writers but most importantly, to make reading 
fun.  Each class has a time during the week where a class novel is read by the 
teacher to the children. This is usually at the end of the school day. 

  

Some of the ways in which we develop reading for pleasure include: 
 

 Every class has a Reading Corner, a cosy space within the classroom for children to 
sit and read. 

 Themed reading activities throughout the year e.g. World Book Day. 
 Recommended Reads - a selection of texts, fiction and non-fiction, full of age-

appropriate texts that have been recommended by their teacher or peers to read. 
 Celebrating achievement and effort in Reading through our Celebration Assembly 

awards. 
 All children also use our school library. – Younger children choose “sharing” books to 

be read to them at home.  
 Library and Stock enrichment - throughout the year a selection of newly published 

titles arrive and are distributed between classes. 
 Book Swaps/Recommendations - providing opportunities for children to 

share/suggest books with peers.  
 Liaising with the School Library Service to promote their Summer Reading Challenge 

and provide enrichment texts. 
  
Impact 

  
At Otterburn Primary School, we strive to promote a positive reading culture where 
books and the love of literature is both celebrated and valued. Children will want to 
read widely for purpose and pleasure. Children will establish their own reading 
preferences and be able to talk about books and authors. As children move up 
through the school, they should be able to use a range of strategies for decoding, not 
solely relying on phonics. They should be able to read in any subject and be 
successful in their learning. 
  
We aim to ensure that our children's attainment and progress is in line or exceeds 
their potential when considering their varied starting points, always aiming for 
accelerated progress and ‘closing the gap’.  We want there to be no significant gaps 
in the progress of different groups of children, e.g. disadvantaged v non-
disadvantaged. The % of children working at and above Age Related Expectations 
should meet targets set at the beginning of the year. We want our end of Key Stage 
data to be on an upward trend and be closer to, meet or even exceed national 
expectations. 



  
We measure this using a range of formative and summative assessment procedures, 
whilst always considering the age-related expectations for each year group. We 
record our judgements based on National Curriculum objectives to inform teachers 
and senior leaders of the knowledge and skills the children have achieved. The Head 
Teacher  and English Lead closely monitor data, teaching and learning and hold 
Pupil Progress Meetings and Moderation Meetings to assess individual children’s 
needs.  
 
Ultimately and most importantly, we intend the impact of our English curriculum will 
ensure our children are academically prepared for life beyond primary school. 
  

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 


